
SPOKES Dunedin Minutes
Monday 8th July 2013, 5.30pm at Room CEN3 of the University of Otago’s Central University 

Library (corner of Cumberland Street and Albany Street)

In attendance: Robert Thompson (Secretary), Hank Weiss, Emily Weiser, Maria Ioannou 
(Treasurer), Liz Crook, David Smith, Carolyn Smith, Barrie Foote, Ben Nicholls, Ralph-Peter 
Hendriks, Jon Dean, Ian Breeze, Stephen Cathro

Apologies: Gerard Hyland, Carol Tippet, Mike Tippet

Discussion:
Robert discussed his trip with Maria in Wellington for a abbreviated CAN Strategy Summit 

The major outcomes of the summit are:
i. The creation of a mailing list for regional chairs of the affiliate organisations.
ii. The investigation of engaging a professional lobbyist.
iii. A restructuring of the CAN website.
iv. The potential of postcards as a promotional tool.
v. Barbara Cuthbert from Cycle Action Auckland has asked if Spokes would like to invite Paul 

Steely White of Transportation Alternatives to speak.

Actions: 
i. Maria and Jon to report on issues with the CAN website.
ii. Maria to restructure existing postcard blog post for Chain Links magazine article.
iii. Ralph-Peter to investigate Paul Steely White and potential alternatives.

Discussion:
Jon discussed the status of the Spokes Submission Engine and the potential for other cycling 
organisations to use it. Hank and Maria spoke of different ways to leverage the value from the 
system.

Actions: 
i. Jon to meet with Hank to refine system for demonstration in Colorado.

Discussion:
Hank discussed a draft election candidate questionnaire, similar to the 2012 questionnaire. There 
was a discussion if we should attempt video interviews with candidates. The primary objective of 
the questionnaire is to ensure candidates are accountable and transparent on the transportation 
and cycling views.

Actions: 
i. Attendees to supply feedback on the questionnaires to Hank.
ii. Hank with contact Harriet at GenZero to see if a collaboration is possible in a public forum.
iii. Carolyn will work with Hank on this project.

Discussion:
Robert discussed the status of the one way system and the relationship between the route south 
of Queen’s Gardens and the South Dunedin network. The DCC are currently pursuing a ‘Quiet’ 
street model on Vogel street rather than considering a unified, consistent one-way system from 
the Oval to Botanics. The ISCOM meeting is next week so their is little time for persuasion. 

Actions: 
i. Robert to send letter to the ISCOM committee advising them to look for a unified solution and 

advising them of content of the submissions from the consultation.
ii. Robert to e-mail Sarah Connolly regarding the cost-benefit analysis that DCC undertook for the 

South Dunedin network.



Discussion:
Robert discussed the status of the Ghost Bike project and the potential for a synchronised 
nationwide campaign. Maria suggests a project team be convened to take over the project and a 
project leader be assigned.

Actions: 
i. Ben Nicholls (who is involved with the Crooked Spoke) has kindly volunteered to take the lead 

on this. Ben will discuss this with advocates in Christchurch next week.
ii. Robert to make contact with Barry Wells (Peter Wells brother).

Discussion:
Jon discussed the need for a membership coordinator to meet, greet, track and involve members.

Actions: 
i. Jon will make contact with Fabien for his viewpoint on a coordinator.
ii. Barrie Foote has volunteered to collaborate with Jon to investigate the role.

Discussion:
Hank briefly discussed the need for a Cycling Advisory Committee for the council. Maria 
suggested it is a stronger position to have Spokes enshrined as a key stakeholder of Council.  If 
this was achieved, other groups might follow and we might see a step change in how the Council 
does its work with stakeholders involved from the beginning of any plan/project etc.

  


